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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let N be a nilpotent Lie group,l and for each discrete subgroup r 
of N with compact quotient N/r, let V(N : F) denote the space of all 
continuous, complex-valued functions f on N that satisfy f(ny) = f(n) 
for all n E N and y E I’. Because the functions in the various V(N : r)‘s 
are, in an obvious sense, periodic, it is reasonable to expect that if 
f~ %?(N : r,) and g E ?Z(N : r,), then the functions f + g and fg behave 
“almost” periodically. This paper grew from an attempt to characterize 
the behavior off + g and fg in this way, by pursuing the analogy with 
almost periodic function theory on the real line R. Recall that the 
basic theorem for functions on R is 
The following three conditions on a bounded, continuous complex- 
valued function f on R aye equivalent: 
(I) f is a uniform limit of trigonometric polynomials, the latter 
being functions of the form a, exp(ih,t) -k ..* + a, exp(ih,t), where 
al , a2 ,..., a, are complex numbers and A, ,..., A, are real numbers. 
(II) The family of functions t I+ f (t + X) on R, where x traces R, 
is equicontinuous (Bochner’s condition). 
* Both authors were partially supported by the National Science Foundation during 
the period of this research. 
1 Lie groups are assumed to be connected and simply connected, except where the 
contrary is explicitly stated. 
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(III) For every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if I is any 
interval of length 6, I contains a point x such that ‘f(t + x) -f(t)1 < E 
for all t E R (Bohr’s condition). 
A functionf satisfying these conditions will be called almost periodic. 
J. von Neumann has analyzed how Bochner’s condition generalizes 
to non-Abelian Lie groups in [22], and it is a consequence of his work 
that we have: If f is a continuous, bounded, complex-valued function 
on the nilpotent Lie group N, and if the functions n -+ f (nx), x E N, 
are equicontinuous on N, then f is constant on cosets of the commutator 
subgroup N’ of N. Thus, Bochner’s condition does not extend in a 
useful way to functions on N. One of our first results was that Bohr’s 
condition does not extend either. The situation is as follows: 
Bohr’s condition for functions f on N is that for every E > 0 there 
exists a compact set K(E) C N such that for every m E N there is some 
x E K(E)m such that if(nx) -f(n)1 < E for all n E N. Let B denote 
the family of all functions on N satisfying Bohr’s condition. We have 
shown by example that when N is non-abelian, B need not be an algebra 
(under pointwise addition and multiplication). The example is to be 
found in Section 6. Actually the example shows more than this; namely, 
even though %‘(N : r) C B whenever I’ is a discrete subgroup of N 
and N/r is compact, there may exist a pair of such discrete subgroups, 
r, and r, , such that the uniformly closed subalgebra of the bounded, 
continuous functions on N spanned by V(N : r,) and V(N : r,) does 
not lie entirely in B. Thus Bohr’s condition does not extend in an 
obviously useful way. (One might object that since N need not be abelian, 
Bohr’s condition should require that both 1 f (nx) -f (n)l < E and 
lf(x'n) -f(n)1 < E f or some x E K(c)m and some x’ E mK(c). This 
version of Bohr’s condition is known to be equivalent to Bochner’s 
condition, however; see [15, p. 421. 
What does carry over from the real case to the nilpotent case is that the 
functions in the uniform closure of the algebra spanned by {V(N : r) : r a 
discrete subgroup of N and N/r compact} have a well-defined mean 
value. Recall that if f is an almost periodic function on R, then 
always exists, and this enables one to do Fourier analysis on almost 
periodic functions. An analogous result is proved in Section 6 for 
functions on N. The crucial observation is that the existence of the 
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limit in (1.1) can be deduced from Birkhoff’s individual ergodic theorem, 
which, in the generality we require, says that if p is a probability measure 
on the u-field of Bore1 sets of a compact, separable metric space X, 
and if R acts as an ergodic group of measure preserving transformations 
on X, then for p-almost all x,, in X, we have 
(1.2) 
for all continuous functions f on X, t . x0 denoting the action of 
t on x0 . 
Birkhoff’s result has been generalized by CaldCron [5] and Bewley [4] 
to ergodic actions of groups G other than R, the averages in (1.2) being 
taken over certain subsets A, C A, C ... of G, using Haar measure on G. 
The precise result is stated in Section 4. In Section 5 we show that all 
nilpotent Lie groups lie in the class to which the ergodic theorem of 
Calderon-Bewley applies. 
When (1.2) holds at x,, , one says that the orbit of x0 under R is 
uniformly distributed in X. The main results of this paper are criteria 
for uniform distribution in a more general setting, involving both 
nilpotent and solvable Lie groups. On the one hand, we have that for 
a broad class of actions of nilpotent Lie groups, every orbit is uniformly 
distributed, and this yields the existence of the mean in (1 .I) in the 
nilpotent case. These results are in Sections 4 and 5 and can be viewed 
as extending the basic work on nilflows in [2]. On the other hand, 
we also have a generalization of Weyl’s famous criterion for uniform 
distribution of sequences mod 1 in R. We show that Weyl’s result 
extends mutatis mutandis to uniform distribution mod discrete subgroups 
of solvable Lie groups. This result is to be found in Section 3. Section 2 
contains the analytic tools required for Section 3, principally a generaliza- 
tion of one form of Sobolev’s inequality. We remark that Weyl’s criterion 
differs from ergodic-theoretic results in that Weyl’s criterion concerns 
uniform distribution of sets that are not necessarily orbits of some 
ergodic group action. 
We have benefitted greatly in preparing this paper from the advice 
of R. Ellis, H. Keynes, and L. Shapiro, and we are glad for the op- 
portunity to thank them here. Special thanks go to I,. Green, who made 
the very fruitful suggestion that we try to use unique ergodicity. Without 
his suggestion, the great generality of the results in Sections 5 and 6 
would have been far beyond our reach. 
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2. THE SOBOLEV INEQUALITY 
Let S denote a solvable Lie group. (Recall our convention that Lie 
groups are always assumed to be connected and simply connected, 
except where the contrary is explicitly mentioned.) W,,~(S) will denote 
the space of all complex-valued, infinitely differentiable, compactly 
supported functions on S. The elements of the Lie algebra .j of S define 
differential operators on Vom(S) via the following prescription: 
W)(Y) = I,$(exp(-WY) -f(Y)lit 
for all & E d, all f E V:,“(S), and all y E S, the letter _t denoting a real 
variable and exp denoting the exponential map J --f S. The operator 
f- gj is right translation invariant, which is to say that if we define, 
for a fixed x E S, the function fx on S viaf,(y) = f (yx) for all f E Mom 
and all y E S, then 
(HA(Y) = (Xf)(YX) = @n(Y). 
Because S is connected and simply connected, S is diffeomorphic to R” 
for some n. In other words, S admits global coordinates (xi ,..., xJ. 
Our first lemma shows that (xi ,..., x,) can be chosen so that the 
differential operators on S defined by the elements of d take a particularly 
simple form when they are expressed in terms of the ordinary partial 
derivatives aj = a/ax, : 
1. LEMMA. S admits global coordinates (x1 ,..., x,) that satisfy 
(1) Each coordinate is a one-parameter subgroup of S. 
(2) The j-th coordinate, viewed as a one-parameter subgroup of S, 
has an inJinitesima1 generator & E 3 such that, as an operator on v,,~(S), 
j-1 
& = aj + c Zij(X1 )..., Xj) ai , 
2=1 
each of the functions xij being injinitely diflerentiable. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension n of S. The case 
n = 1 presents no difficulty. Let us assume, then, that the lemma is 
proved for groups of dimension n - 1. 
Because S is solvable, it is unequal to its commutator subgroup S’. 
Hence S/S’ is isomorphic to the vector group Rk for some k > 0, 
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and it follows that S contains a connected, normal subgroup S, such 
that S/S, is isomorphic to R. Let X be any connected, one-dimensional 
subgroup of S that does not lie entirely in S, . Then the elements 
of X act as automorphisms of S, via conjugation in S, and using this 
action, we can form the semidirect product S, . X. It follows from the 
simple connectivity of S that the map (s,, , x) t-t s(,x from S,, * X to S 
is an isomorphism of Lie groups. 
Our induction hypothesis allows us to choose coordinates (x1 ,..., x’,-J 
in S,, so that conditions (I) and (2) are satisfied. For the n-th coordinate 
x 11 , we shall take the coordinate in X. We shall show that conditions 
(1) and (2) are satisfied by (x1 ,..., x,): 
Set s = (x1,..., x,,,-~, 0) and x = (0 ,..., 0,~‘~~); then (x1 ,..., x,,-~ , x,0 = sx, 
the product on the right side being taken in S. It is now easy to see 
that if J’ E .,,, , then the expression for 1’ in terms of i, ,..., i:,, is 
precisely the same as the expression (in terms of i-1 ,..., ?,,+J determined 
by the operation of y on V;‘oa;(S,). A s condition (2) is automatically 
satisfied by the infinitesimal generator of the n-th coordinate, the 
lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
2. Remark. Let (x1 ,..., xJ be coordinates in S that satisfy conditions 
(1) and (2) of L emma 1, then for each i and j such that 1 < j < i < n, 
there exists a P function Zij(xl ,..., xn) such that 
6, = X, + 1 -ZjjZj. 
j=l 
(2.2. I) 
Indeed, the matrix that gives the zj’s in terms of the Pi’s is upper- 
triangular and has the single eigenvalue 1. 
In the paragraph that follows, we are going to establish the bulk 
of the notation required for the statement of our version of the Sobolev 
inequality, which is Theorem 3. 
S remains as above. // will denote the universal enveloping algebra 
of the Lie algebra J of S. We have already seen that J can be identified 
with a Lie algebra of right-invariant differential operators on VOm(S), 
and this identification extends, via the universal property of N, to an 
embedding of M in the ring of all right-invariant differential operators 
on Voa‘(S). Let r1 ,..., _ n Y denote a basis for J, and let 01 = (a1 ,..., a,,) 
denote an integer multi-index. We shall use p to denote the element 
y11_y2 . . . gtn of U, the product being taken in I(. (We shall follow 
the usual customs regarding multi-indices; in particular, i Y = 
607/7/z-3 
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011 + 012 + ... + 4. I/ is a real vector space, and /ck will denote the 
vector subspace spanned by the elements _Y,, I u 1 < k. We adopt the 
usual convention that N,, = R. 
Finally, p will denote a right Haar measure on S, and B will denote 
an open subset of S that contains the identity and has compact closure. 
3. THEOREM. Let f E 2’{,,:(S, p)f OY some p, 1 < p, < CO, and assume 
that for every D E u/, , the derivative (taken in the distribution sense) 
Df also lies in ,Y&,(S, p). Then f can be made continuous by altering 
its values on a set of measwe 0, and there is a constant C depending only 
on S, p(B), the basis (1 1 ,..., r,} of j, and p and satisfying 
(2.3.1) 
for all x 6 S. 
Proof. We shall show that (2.3.1) can be deduced from the corre- 
sponding inequality for R”. A proof of the latter can be found, among 
other places, in Hormander [ 14, Lemma 1.11. Our reduction process 
mimics the proof given in [14]. 
We begin by reducing the problem to the casep = 1. Ifp-l + q-l = 1, 
then Holder’s inequality yields 
j-& I V,(Y) MY) < PW~” [j-& I dY)l” MY)]l”‘> 
whenever y E Yp(Bx, p). Hence Lo, C Li,,,. and it suffices to prove 
(2.3.1) whenp = 1. 
We next show that it suffices to establish the theorem for functions 
whose support lies in B: 
To begin with, we observe that changing bases in J merely alters 
the constant C. Hence we are free to replace {Y, ,..., Y,} with the 
basis {Xi ,..., X,} got from global coordinates (x.i ,,.., xn) in S that 
satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 1. 
Second, we observe that the truth of the theorem is “translation 
invariant,” in the sense that if there is some neighborhood V of the 
identity e in S such that every f satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem 
can be made continuous in V by alteration on a set of measure zero, 
and if, furthermore, every such f satisfies (2.3.1) for x = e, then the 
theorem is true. The reason is that, given any x E S, we can smooth f 
in Vzc and estimate (f(x)1 simply by replacing f with the function 
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g(y) = f(yx) and then smoothing g in b’ and estimating 1 g(e)i. We 
can get away with this replacement because both p and the XI’s are 
right-translation invariant. 
We now know that the theorem is true if it is true near _e, and this 
enables us to truncate the support off. Indeed, let ‘p E VO~(S) satisfy 
(1) 0 < F < 1, (2) 94x) = 1 f or all x in some neighborhood of c, and 
(3) the support of F lies in B. Set f”(x) = y(x) f (x). On the set where y 
is I, f. is continuous precisely where f is. Hence smoothing f and 
smoothing f,, present the same problem in that set. We shall prove 
next that (2.3.1) holds for (th e smoothed) .f at _e if it holds for (the 
smoothed) f. there. It will follow, then, from the argument of the 
previous paragraph that we are free to replace f by f,,-in other words, 
we shall have shown that it is no loss of generality to assume that f 
is supported in B. 
In the notation of Lemma 1, we have xj = ?j + ~~~~ zijili . Hence, 
by Leibniz’s rule, 
X,h, = #If + YX,f (2.3.2) 
for some QP function #Jo depending only on p. Using (2.3.2) and induc- 
tion, we see that there is a constant c > 0 such that 
The constant c does not depend on f. From (2.3.3) it follows that if 
(2.3.1) holds for f. at x = _e, then (2.3.1) also holds for f at x = _e. 
Henceforth, we shall assume that f is supported in B. As a consequence, 
f is in J?i(S, p) and so is +f for 1 01 1 < n, by virtue of Remark 2. Now 
is precisely Lebesgue measure 
L, ,..., 
with respect to the coordinates 
x~~). Hence we can apply the Sobolev theorem for R” to deduce 
that f can be made continuous by alteration on a set of measure zero 
and that for some constant C, independent off, 
Finally, it is clear from Lemma 1 that 
J’, I @f(y)1 dp(y) e C” c J’ I W‘f(Y)~44Y) 
,I,,,( R 
(2.3.5) 
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for each /3 with / /I 1 f n, where C,, is some constant not depending 
on f. (2.3.1) now follows by combining (2.3.4) and (2.3.5). Q.E.D. 
Of particular importance to us is the application of Theorem 3 to 
Zpf:, functions on S that are constant on left cosets of some subgroup r 
of S. To be precise, assume that S contains a discrete subgroup r 
such that the space S/l’ of left r cosets (that is, cosets of the form XT) 
is compact. The Haar measure p is then both right and left invariant, 
and S/r carries a unique probability measure v invariant under transla- 
tion by elements of S. Let f E P’p(S/r, v); then f can be viewed as a 
function on S itself and, as such, is in Zc,,:(S, p). Furthermore, for 
any n E M, the distributional derivative Df is constant on left r cosets, 
because D commutes with right translation by elements of S. Hence 
the elements of N send 9’p functions on S/r to distributions on S/r. 
COROLLARY (to Theorem 3). Let f E 29(S/r, v), and assume that for 
all N with / 01 , < n, the distributional derivative Yaf also is in 2’“(S/r, v), 
where I’, ,..., Y,, is some basis for J. Then f can be made continuous by 
altering its values on a set of measure zero, and for that continuous function, 
(2.3.6) 
for some constant C not depending on f, the 21’ norm being taken with 
respect to v. 
Proof. Let f. be a continuous function on S that agrees with f 
almost everywhere. (Such an f. exists, by Theorem 3.) We shall show 
that f. is also constant on left I’ cosets. Indeed, if we had fO(x) # j,,(xy) 
for some x E S and y E r, we would have f,,(y) f f,(yy) for all y near x, 
which contradicts the fact that f is constant on left r cosets. The 
corollary now follows easily. Q.E.D. 
4. THEOREM. Let I be a closed subspace of -rP”(S/I’, v) that is invariant 
under the action of S, and let P be the orthogonal projection of L?“(SjI’, V) 
onto I; then whenever f E 2Z2(S/I’, V) and Df E Z2(S/r, V) fey all D E N, , 
we can make Pf continuous by altering its values on a set of measure zero, and 
fey some constant C independent of both P and f, (X, ,..., &} being some 
basis for 4. 
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Proof. For each g E S, let h, denote the operator on _rPz(S/r, V) 
defined by (h, f)(x) = f (g-lx), f or all f E P2(S/r, v). The projection P 
commutes with each & , g E S. We shall use this fact to show that 
given an f E LY2(S/F, V) and a D E I( for which the distributional 
derivative Df also lies in -iu”(S/r, v), we will have that the distributional 
derivative D(Pf) lies in P2(S/r, ) v and further that D(Pf) = P(Df). 
(That is, P commutes with D.) 
We will begin by showing that if y E +P(S/r), then the distributional 
derivative &(Pq) is P(&y) for all X E J. By definition, 
(&)(Y) L ,‘i.p t-‘[dev-WY) - dy)l 
for each y E S/r. Set x(t) = exp(M), and set o(t) = t-l(X,(,, - 1). 
In that notation, we have 
&J)(Y) = ~~$pmPl(r)~ (2.4.2) 
Because v E %P(S/r), we can see (by using a Taylor expansion with 
remainder) that [d(t)q]( y) is uniformly bounded as _t traces [- 1, l] 
and y traces S/r. It thus follows from the bounded convergence theorem 
that o(t), converges in g2 to &7~ as _t goes to 0. Hence, P being a 
bounded operator, PA(t)g, converges in P2 to Pxq as _t goes to 0. Finally, 
because PA(t) = A(t)P for all t f 0, we have that d(t)P, converges 
in T2 to P$y as _t goes to 0. Thus XPq exists and equals P$y. 
Now xy is again in Vm(S/r), and hence we see that, arguing by 
induction on k, we can prove that P&p = QPq for all D E N,( and all 
k 3 1. It now follows from Remark 2 above that, viewing Pp’ as a 
function on S, we have ?P, in .Y~,,C for all integer multi-indices 01. 
Hence, using the full strength of Sobolev’s inequality (for which, see 
Agmon [l, p. 321, we have that P, can be made into a P function 
by altering its values on a set of Haar measure zero. 
Let f be any element of T”“(S/r, v). The distributional derivative 27f, 
for X in 1, is given by that distribution whose value on q E P(S/r) 
is -(f, gq), the parentheses denoting the inner product in Z2. Hence 
XPf is the distribution -(Pf, gv) and, therefore, P being self-adjoint, 
XPf is given by -(f, Pxp). On the other hand, if zf is in P2, then 
(Pgf, y) = (gf, Py) = -(f, &YPq), the last equality holding because 
(as we just proved) Pp’ is in %P. Hence, since XPy = Pgy, we also 
have SPf = Pgf, if &YE P’“(S/r, v). 
It follows that if f E P2(S/r, v), Q E N, and Qf E 5?(S/r, v), then 
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PDf = DPf, and therefore, in particular, I>Pf E _rP”(S/r, v). The 
inequality (2.4.1) now follows easily from the corollary to Theorem 3. 
Q.E.D. 
5. THEOREM. Let {PT,2} denote a sequence of orthogonal projections 
defined on 2?2(S/r, v) and satisfying the following three conditions: 
(a) P,P,rl = 0 if k f m. 
(b) The range of each Pk is invariant under S. 
(c) The series of operators .Zp,,,P,,, converges in the strong operator 
topology to the identity operator 1. 
Then, if f E P(S/r), the series .2&P,,, f converges to f uniformly on 
S/r-in other words, letting flM denote CnlGbM P,,, f, we have that f,,* is a 
continuous function on S/r, and 
lim SUP IMY) -f(y)! = 0. 
M-irn YES Jr 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4 to estimate the sup-norm of f,,f -f, using 
the fact that 1 - CmGM P,,, is again an orthogonal projection operator 
whose range is invariant under S, and further, 1 - &8zG,xr P,,, tends 
strongly to 0. Q.E.D. 
3. WEYL’S CRITERION 
We shall prove in this section an analog of H. Weyl’s criterion for 
uniform distribution of sequences of real numbers mod 1. Weyl’s 
original paper is [23], and one good recent reference is the chapter on 
uniform distribution in Cassel’s book [6]. 
We shall retain much of the notation from Section 2. Thus, S is a 
solvable Lie group, r is a discrete subgroup of S with compact quotient 
S/r, and 3, u, p, and v will retain their meanings from Section 2. In 
addition, we shall use (x1 ,..., x,) to denote a fixed choice of global 
coordinates in S for which conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.1 are 
satisfied. As we observed before, we can normalize Haar measure p 
so that it is Lebesgue measure, dx, dx, *.* dx, . 
By an oblong in S we shall mean a subset of S of the form 
&% ,**-, xn) : j xi - ai 1 < ci , i = l,..., 121, 
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where (ai ,..., a,) is any point in S and cr ,..., c,, are arbitrary positive 
real numbers. In case cr = c2 = ... = c,, , we shall call the oblong 
a cube. A subset A of S/r will be called a small oblong if (1) A is evenly 
covered by the natural map S ---f S/T, and (2) there is an oblong B 
in S such that S --f S/r carries B homeomorphically onto A. 
I. DEFINITION. Let X be a set, let Z be a o-field of subsets of X, 
and let 0 be a measure on 2. Let A, C A, C ... be a sequence of Z 
measurable subsets of X that satisfies (I) 0 < a(A,,,) < i;o for all m, 
and (2) u,,, A,,, = X. Finally, let f : X + S be a measurable function. 
We shall say that the pair (X,f) is uniformly distributed in S mod r 
with respect to the sequence (A,,,) if whenever V is a small oblong in S/r, 
we have 
,fi~ &-l(V) n A,,,):u(A.,) = L(V), (3.1.1) 
where byfpl( V) we mean {3z E X :f(.~)r E V>. 
Ordinarily, when it is obvious what map f is intended, we shall 
simply refer to X as being uniformly distributed. 
2. THEOREM. Let X, a, (A,,,>, and f remain as in Dejinition 1; then 
the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (X, f) is uniformly distributed in S mod r with respect to {A,,,). 
(b) Whenever y : S/T + C is continuous, we haz?e 
(c) Whenever I is a closed subspace of L2(S/T, v) that is invariant 
and irreducible under the action of S and p is a F function on S/T that 
is non-constant and lies in I, then 
Proof. (a) =- (b). Let q be a continuous, complex-valued function 
on S/T. Clearly 9 can be written as a finite sum of continuous functions 
each of which is supported in a small oblong. Hence we are free to 
assume that the support of F lies in a small oblong Q. Also, as it does 
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no harm to add a constant to ~IJ, we may assume that 9 3 0. We begin 
by proving that, under these assumptions on y, we have 
lim o(A,)-l ?n >D ?‘,, df(4 r) 44 3 J‘,,, F dv. (3.2.1) 
Let W be an oblong in S that is carried by the natural map 7~ : S ---f S/r 
homeomorphically onto .Q. There is a constant _c, depending only on 
how p was normalized, such that p(A) = cv(z-A), whenever A is a 
Bore1 subset of W. We shall assume that p is chosen so that c = 1, 
and henceforth we shall identify W and Sz via r~. 
By definition, W = {(x1 ,..., xJ : ; xi - ai / < ci , 1 < i < n} for 
some (al ,..., a,) E S and cr ,..., c, > 0. For each odd integer k > I, 
let S, be the family of all oblongs in S of the form 
{(Xl >*.., x,) : 1 x, - [ui + (2jici)/k]i < cJk, 1 < i < nj 
where each ji is an integer and -k < 2j6 < k. The set S, has cardinality 
k”. Let E > 0 be given, and choose an integer mk > 1 so that if m > rn,< , 
then 
1 u(f-'(V)n A&+4,,) - v(V)1 < ck-%Q2-1, 
for all V E S,< . 
Returning now to our function q~, we have 
where a, = inf{y(x) : x E V}. Using that, for m > m,; , 
u(Am nf-l( V))/u(A,,) 3 v(V) ~ k-“cv(SZ)-l, 
we see from (3.2.2) that 
for m > mk . But C a+(V) is a lower Riemann sum for CJJ on 52, and 
hence as m tends to CO, C aYv( V) converges to Js, dv. Thus (3.2.1) 
follows from (3.2.3). 
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The converse inequality to (3.2.1) is got by the same argument with 
upper Riemann sums in place of the lower. Hence (a) implies (b). 
(b) 3 (c): Any f uric ion F satisfying the hypothesis in condition (c) t 
is orthogonal to the constant functions, and hence J F dv =- 0. Hence 
(b) implies (c) trivially. 
(c) a (a): Let C b e an open set in S that is carried by the natural 
map 77 : S ---f S/r homeomorphically into S/r, and let W be an oblong 
lying in CF. We shall prove that, in the limit, W’r gets its proper share 
of points in f(A,,,). Th e implication (c) - (a) follows easily, once this 
is proved. 
Let E > 0 be given, and let q be a @;“3 function on S/r that satisfies (I) 
0 < g, < 1, (2) v vanishes outside of z( IV), and (3) {X E S/r : p)(x) = I} 
has measure at least v(n( IV)) ~ E. 
Let {P,,.} be a sequence of mutually orthogonal projections on 
T2(S/r, V) whose ranges are invariant and irreducible under the action 
of S, and whose sum is 1. (Such sequences always exist; see Gel’fand, 
Graev, and Pyatetski-Shapiro [ 12, p. 34 et seq.]) Set pi = Pjrp. In the 
course of proving Theorem 2.4, we showed that each pj is a ??‘” function 
on S/r. Let us assume that the sequence (PJL} has been indexed so 
that P,, projects Y2 onto the constant functions. Then 
ql,, =- P”g, = ! 9) dv, 
and our conditions on q guarantee that 
n being the natural map S + S/r. 
According to Theorem 2.5, we must have 
(3.2.4) 
for some N sufficiently large. Fix N so that (3.2.5) holds. Then, because 
each qj is a Vm function, and because condition (c) holds, there exists 
an m, > 0 such that if m > m, , then 
(3.2.6) 
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Combining (3.2.5) and (3.2.6), we get 
for m > m, . On the other hand, we also have 
and hence, E being arbitrary, (3.2.4) and (3.2.7) imply 
22 +4,)-l @,, nf-l( WI’)) 3 .(,W). (3.2.8) 
In order to get the inequality converse to (3.2.8), one proceeds as 
above, but instead of 9) one uses a %P function $ supported in the 
neighborhood U of W and satisfying 
(1) #(x) = 1 if xEr(W), 
(2) O<$<l,and 
(3) J$ dv < v(n(W)) + E. Q.E.D. 
Our insistence on oblongs in Definition 1 is dictated by what we 
need to prove (c) + (a). W e could have required that the set I’ in 
Definition 1 be a closed set whose boundary has Jordan content zero. 
Some smoothness condition on the boundary of V will be needed in 
general, because in most examples of interest, the image of f(X) in 
S/r will have measure zero, and hence there will exist open sets of 
arbitrarily small measure in S/r that contain the image n(f(X)) off(X). 
4. UNIQUE ERGODICITY 
Let S, r, and so on, remain as in Sections 2 and 3. Also, let C be 
a closed subgroup of S, and suppose that for some x E S the double 
coset C x I’ is dense in S. Can one assert that the coset Cx is uniformly 
distributed mod r ? Clearly we take for the measure u in Definition 3.1 
the Haar measure y on C, and the real question at stake is whether C 
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contains an increasing sequence of sets A, C A, C ... such that when 
V is a small oblong in S/r, we have that 
In the case in which S is nilpotent (and not merely solvable) one can 
use the ergodic theory of flows on S/r to get results along these lines, 
and we shall do so in the next section. In this section we shall provide 
the general background from ergodic theory. The material in this 
section is not our own; it is gathered from Krylov and Bogoliubov [ 181, 
Furstenberg [IO], and Bewley [4], slight changes being made to fit the 
results into our context. 
The basic idea is that a generalized version of Birkhoff’s individual 
ergodic theorem can be used, in the presence of unique ergodicity 
(Definition 1, below), to yield sufficient conditions, of a purely algebraic 
character, for the existence of the sequence A,, A, ,... . 
1. DEFINITION. Let X be a set, let Z be a u-field of subsets of X, 
and let G be a group of Z-measurable transformations of X. We shall 
call the action of G on X uniquely ergodic if there exists a unique 
probability measure defined on 2 and both invariant and ergodic under 
the action of G. 
Let us now agree on some notation. G will denote a separable, locally 
compact group, and v will denote a Haar measure on G. We assume 
that G is unimodular, which is to say that v is both left and right 
invariant. X will denote a compact, separable metric space, and we 
shall assume to be given and fixed a jointly continuous action GxX --z X 
of G on X. The action of g E G on x E X will be denoted g . x. V(X) 
will denote the space of continuous, complex-valued functions on X, 
and when we speak of measures on X, we shall mean Bore1 measures--- 
that is, positive linear functionals on e(X). 
2. DEFINITION. Let {A,,} be a sequence of Bore1 sets in G. W’e 
shall call (A,,} b a anced zuith respect to the given action of G on X if I 
each A,?, has finite, non-zero Haar measure, and if whenever p is a 
probability measure on X invariant and ergodic under G andf E V(X). 
then the limit 
exists and equals J-f dp for p-almost all xc, in X. 
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Notice that, in the case G = R = the real numbers, the Birkhoff indi- 
vidual ergodic theorem asserts that the sequence A,, = (zc E R : / x ! < m} 
is balanced for any action of R. 
3. DEFINITION. Let {A,,) be an increasing sequence of Bore1 sets 
in G. We shall say that {A,,} grows fairly evenly in G if each A,, has 
finite, nonzero Haar measure, and if in addition, for every g E G 
the d denoting the symmetric difference of A,,, and gA,, . 
4. LEMMA. Assume that G contains a sequence {A,) of subsets that 
grow fairly evenly and are balanced with respect to the action of G on X. 
For each f E e(X) and each A,, , define I,,(f) E V(X) by 
Then the action of G on X is uniquely ergodic if, and only if, there is an 
invariant, ergodic probability measure p on X such that for all f E V(X), the 
sequence I,,,(f) converges uniformly, as m goes to infinity, to sf dp. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the uniform convergence of 1,,,(f) to 
Jf dp implies that p is the only ergodic invariant probability measure 
for the action of G. We shall only give the details for the converse. 
Assume then that the action of G on X is uniquely ergodic, and let p 
be the unique ergodic measure. We must prove that I,,(f) converges 
uniformly on X to the constant function Jf dp for each f E V(X). 
If f E q(X) and if I,,,(f) d oes not converge uniformly to J-f dp, we can 
find a 8 > 0 and a sequence {x,,?} in X such that {I,N(,f)(~,,,)} contains 
a subsequence (11,,( f )(Xnc,)} satisfying 
liFjzl;;nf ( Mfk~) - [.PP / > 6. 
We shall prove that (4.4.1) cannot hold. 
(4.4.1) 
Let { fk) be a sequence in v(X) that is dense in Y(X) in the sup-norm. 
For each fixed k, the sequence {I,,,( fk)(xw,)} is bounded and hence has 
a convergent subsequence. Using the Cantor diagonal process, we can 
extract from {Xm,) a subsequence {xlJ such that for each fixed K, the 
sequence (I,( fk)(xn)} converges. Set I( fk) = limn+r I,,( fk)(xn). It is 
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easy to see that I extends to a positive linear functional of norm 1 on 
V(X) and hence defines a probability measure CL’ on X. 
We shall prove that p’ is invariant under G. Given F E V(X) and 
g E G, define g . g, E V(X) by (g . p))(x) = q( g-i * x). In order to prove 
that p’ is invariant under G, \n-e must show that I,,(g, - [g, . ~])(~v~) 
converges to 0 for each g,, E G. To that end, vve observe that 
and because {A,,,} grow-s fairly evenly in G, the right side of (4.4.2) 
tends to 0. Hence 11’ is invariant under G. 
Let K be the family of all measures a: on X invariant under G and 
satisfying 0 < n(X) < 1. We will prove that K = {e . p : 0 < 5 < I}. 
This will shovv that p’ = p, since p’ E K and p’(X) = I. 
K is a weakly closed subset of the unit ball of the dual of V(X). 
Hence K is weakly compact. K is also convex, and hence, by the Krein- 
Milman theorem (Dunford-Schwartz [8, p. 440]), K is the weakly 
closed convex hull of its extreme points. Now every extreme point of K 
is a measure ergodic under G. Since the action of G is uniquely ergodic, 
0 and p are therefore the only extreme points of K, and vve have 
K = 15. /J : 0 < .$ < I>, as asserted. We novv know that p = p’. 
Returning to our original pathological function f in (4.4.1), vve see 
that, since p = p’, we must have 
for the subsequence :I (f)(x )I 
Thus the lemma is probed. 
,( of iV,,L,f)(~ ,I’ III Jt contrary to (4.4. I). 
Q.E.D. 
We shall now give a purely group-theoretic condition for {A,,} to be 
balancing: 
5. DEFINITION. Let (A,) be an increasing sequence of subsets of G. 
We shall say that {A,) grows eaenly in G if each A,, has finite, non-zero 
Haar measure, and in addition the following two conditions hold: 
(i) For each fixed n, vve have lim,,, ~(A!,.pl v([A,A,] AA,) = 
lim,+,, v(A~~)-’ II([A~~A~~.] AA,\.) = 0, where A denotes the symmetric 
difference, and A,,A,. = {xy : x E A, , y E A,?.). 
(ii) There is a constant c > 0 such that for all n, we have 
v(A,lA,,) < cv(A,). 
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6. THEOREM (Calderon-Bewley). Let G be a unimodular, locally 
compact group. If {A,) is an increasing sequence of subsets of G that grows 
evenly, and if G x X + X is any jointly continuous action of G on a 
compact, separable metric space X, then {A,} is balanced with respect 
to the action of G on X. 
Proof. This is a generalization by T. Bewley of a result due to 
A. P. Calderon [5]. For a proof, see Bewley’s note [4]. The case G = R 
is Birkhoff’s individual ergodic theorem. Q.E.D. 
5. FLOWS ON NILMANIFOLDS 
Throughout this section, M will denote a connected, simply connected 
nilpotent Lie group, and r will denote a discrete subgroup of M with 
compact quotient M/r. Also, p will denote a Haar measure on M, and 
v will denote the unique probability measure on MjI’invariant under M. 
1. I,EMMA. Let C be a subgroup of M. The following three conditions 
on C are equivalent: 
(i) The measure v is ergodic under the action of C. 
(ii) The double coset CT is dense in M. 
(iii) Th d b e ou le coset CT prqjects onto a dense subgroup of M/M’, 
M’ being the commutator subgroup of M. 
Remark. The cases in which C is isomorphic to either R or Z are 
done in Chapter 4 of [2]. 0 ne could prove the lemma by reducing the 
problem to the case C = Z and then appealing to [2]. A proof along 
these lines has been given by Leon Green, but is as yet unpublished. 
We shall give a direct argument modelled on Kirillov [16]. 
One should note that C is not assumed to be a closed subgroup of M. 
Proof (of Lemma 1). (i) =x (ii): The proof breaks down into two 
steps: first, one proves that the action of C on M/r is distal (distality 
is defined below), then one proves that at least one of the orbits Cxr, 
x E M, of C in M/I’ is dense. Once these two facts are known, we can 
conclude from Ellis’s theorem [9] that every orbit of C in M/I’ is dense, 
and hence, in particular, Cr is dense, as desired. 
To say that C acts distally on M/r is to say that if x and y are distinct 
points in M/r and {cn} is any sequence in C, then the sequences {cnx} 
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and {c,, y} cannot both converge to the same point (of course, neither 
sequence need converge at all, but if both do, then the limits must be 
different). We shall prove that M itself acts distally on M/r (compare 
Keynes [I 5]), f rom which it follows, in particular, that C acts distally 
on &1/r. The proof is by induction on the dimension dim(M) of M. 
When dim(M) = 1, we have M = R and r = Z, and the action of R 
on the circle R/Z preserves the obvious notion of arc-length. Hence, 
when dim(M) = 1, the action of M on M/r is easily seen to be distal. 
We now proceed with the induction. 
1,et P be a one-dimensional connected central subgroup of M such 
that Pr is a closed subgroup of M. (Such a subgroup always exists 
if dim(M) 2 2, by Mal’cev’s results [21]). Suppose that X, y E M/r, 
and that (m,} is a sequence in M for which {m,x> and {m, y} both 
converge to the same limit z. By our induction hypothesis, Px must 
equal Py , and hence y = px for some p E P. But then 
because p is central in M. Since z = pz, we must have p E P n r. 
Hence y = px = X, and we have shown that M acts distally on MiF. 
Next we prove that some orbit of C is dense in M/r. The argument 
is part of the folklore of ergodic theory. Let U be any open set in M/r 
other than the null set. Then CU is a nonempty open subset of M/r 
and is invariant under C. We are assuming that (i) holds, and hence, 
C acting ergodically on M/r with respect to V, we have v(CU) = 1. 
It follows that if U, , U, ,... is a basis for the topology of M/r, we 
have ~(nz=, CUJ = 1. We are now done, because nz==, CU,, is non- 
empty and the orbit of any point in no=, CCT,, under C is dense in M/r. 
We conclude that (i) implies (ii). 
(ii) * (iii): Clear. 
(iii) 3 (i): As we mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3.2, the 
Hilbert space Yz(M/r, V) d ecomposes into a Hilbert space direct sum 
C 0, -Xc in which each pXti is invariant and irreducible under M. 
In order to prove that v is ergodic under C, we need only prove that 
whenever ,ri”, is orthogonal to the constant functions, no nonzero 
element of ?F= is left fixed by all of C. 
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We argue by induction on the dimension of M. The basic point 
on which the induction turns is that if, having fixed Xi , we find that 
there is a connected, normal subgroup K of M such that 
(1) Kr is a proper, closed subgroup M, and 
(2) every function in yi”, is constant on the orbits of K in M/r, 
then we can apply our induction hypothesis (which is that (iii) =- (i) 
for groups of lower dimension than M) to conclude that CK/K acts 
ergodically (with respect to the invariant probability measure v’) on 
MjI’K and hence, since Xti is embedded in an obvious way in 
Z2(M/rK, v’), we can conclude that no nonzero function in ~4~ can 
be left fixed by all of C. 
We now begin the proof in earnest. Let 2 denote a closed subspace 
of 2Y2(M/r, V) that is invariant and irreducible under M, and assume 
that X is orthogonal to the constants. We shall use n to denote the 
representations of M on s/f: 
(5J>(x) = f(m-‘4 
for all mEM, xEM/r, and fEX. 
By Shur’s lemma, n maps the center ;:M of M onto the scalar operators. 
If n maps ,-M to the identity operator 1, then the functions jl% are 
constant on orbits of r;lM, and we can apply the argument two paragraphs 
above to conclude that no nonzero function in 2 is left fixed by all of C. 
Hence we are free to assume that n(z) # 1 for some z E xM. Let K denote 
the identity component of the subgroup (z E :M : n(z) = l} of zM. 
It is easy to see that Kr is a proper, closed subgroup of M, and the 
functions in X are clearly constant on orbits of K. Hence, using the 
argument of two paragraphs above, we see that no nonzero element 
of 2 is left fixed by all of C, if K is nontrivial. Therefore, we may 
assume that K is trivial and hence that dim(;:M) = I. 
There are now two cases: 
(a) M is abelian. In that case M = ZM = R, and (iii) * (i) is 
clearly true in this case. 
(b) M is non-abelian. Then I’ contains an element yO that is not 
central in M, but whose image in M/-M is central in M/xM. The map 
g : x H x- y() i -ixyO is a continuous homomorphism from M onto :M. 
Let M, be the kernel of g; then M, is a connected subgroup of M, 
and M/M,, is isomorphic to the real numbers R. From Mal’cev’s general 
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theory of nilmanifolds, we have that y0 is not central in r. Hence 
r/(r n M,) is isomorphic to the integers Z. It follows easily that M,r 
is a proper closed subgroup of M. Next observe that M, contains the 
commutator subgroup M’ of M, and hence, since C is by assumption 
dense in M modulo M’, we cannot have C contained in MJ. 
As Kirillov shows in [16], the systems of imprimitivity theorem of 
Mackey [20] pl im ies that there is an irreducible unitary representation p 
of M, on some Hilbert space .X such that 7~ is unitarily equivalent to 
the unitary representation of M induced by p. We shall now write down 
that induced representation explicitly. 
I,et c be any element of C that does not lie in M, , and let v : R + M 
be a one-parameter subgroup of M such that p’( 1) = c. ‘The image 
of 9 in M is a closed subgroup of M complementary to M, , i.e., 
M, n p(R) is rivia and M,y(R) = M. Set t[m] = y(t) my( -t) for t . 1 
all t E R and m E M,, . Then the unitary representation 1 of M induced 
by p can be realized on the space Y2(R, dt; .X) of square-integrable 
.X-valued functions on R, as follows: 
for all m E M,, , t E R, u E R, and f E -Y2(R, dt; <X). In particular, 
KLCf)f)(4 -f(u + t). (5.1.1) 
Because q(n) E C for n E Z, it follows from (5.1.1) that iffc z2(R, dt; 3”) 
and I, f == f for all c E C, thenf must be periodic of period 1 as a function 
on R and hence is 0. Hence no nonzero element of LP(R, dt, X) is 
left fixed by all of C. Recall now that the representations I and rr of M 
are unitarily equivalent, from which it follows that H has no nonzero 
elements left fixed by r(; for all c E C. The lemma is now proved. 
Q.E.D. 
It is well known that the measure v on M/r is the only probability 
measure on M/r that is invariant under translation by arbitrary elements 
of M. More is true: If C is any closed subgroup of M such that CT 
is dense in M, then v is the only probability measure on M/F that is 
invariant under translation by arbitrary elements of C. In other words, 
if CT is dense in M, the action of C on M/r is uniquely ergodic. We 
shall give a proof in a moment for arbitrary closed subgroups C; the 
proof for C connected will be given separately now in order to simplify 
the exposition. 
607/7/2-4 
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2. LEMMA. Let N be a connected subgroup of M such that NT is 
dense in M; then v is the only probability measure on M/T invariant 
under N. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on dim(M). The result is vacuously 
true when dim(M) = 1, as we are assuming given the fact that v is 
the only M-invariant probability measure on M/r. 
Let p be a probability measure on M/r invariant under N, and let 
P be any one-dimensional, connected, central subgroup of M such that 
P/P n r is compact. By our induction hypothesis, if .f~ ‘X(M/IJ and f 
is constant on every orbit of P in M/r, then J f dp = J”f dv. 
For each p E P, define a measure pp on M/r by 
j’f dP P = j”,rf(PX) 44x) 
for all f c g(M/r). B ecause P is central, each pp is invariant under N. 
Also, whenever p E P n r, we have pp = p. Let p^ denote the image 
of p in P/P n r for all p E P, and let dpA denote Haar measure on 
P/P n r (normalized to be a probability measure). Finally, set p^p = pp, 
and define a new measure p* on M/r by 
j f dp” = jr,rnr 1 j,;rftx) dp^~(~)j dpA (5.2.1) 
for all f E V(M/r). 
The crucial step in the proof comes now: We shall show that p* 
is invariant under all of M, and hence p* = v: 
Let f E V(M/r) and let p E P. Since px = x for all x E M/r whenever 
p E P n r, we are free to set f (p^x) = f(px). Also, set F(x) equal to 
J’ p,pn,f(PAx) dP^. 
Then F E V(M/r) an d is constant on orbits of P. Hence SF dv = J F dp. 
Now, for any m E M, 
jM,rF(m4 444 = j,,,JW) do* (5.2.2) 
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by Fubini’s theorem, and furthermore, since F(mx) is constant, as 
a function in s, on orbits of P in M/r, we also have 
=.I F(x) dv(s) (because v is invariant) M ‘r 
= 1 F(x) &p(x) (induction hypothesis). 
‘MI 
Combining this last equation with (5.2.2), we see that p* is invariant 
under all of M. 
The proof is now completed by an extreme point argument. Let K 
denote the weakly closed convex hull of the subset {pp : p E P} of the 
dual of V(M/r). K . IS weakly compact, because it lies in the unit ball of 
the dual. Hence, the only extreme points of K lie in (pp : p E P} (see 
Dunford-Schwartz [8, p. 4401). We shall show in a moment that v E K. 
Because NI’ is dense in M, v is ergodic under N and hence must be 
an extreme point of K, if it lies in K at all. Hence, once we have v E K, 
we shall have proved v = pp for some p E P, whence v = p. 
We shall prove that v E K by writing v as a limit of Riemann sums, 
making use of (5.2.1) and the fact that v = p *. Let i denote a Lie group 
isomorphism from the real numbers R onto P that takes Z onto P n r, 
and for each ordered pair (m, n) of positive integers, set P,,~,$ = 
~‘((2~2 - 1)/2n). Th en, the “Riemann sums” 
(l:‘n) f PncnP 
I,! = I 
(52.3) 
converge in the weak topology to v. But clearly the sum in (5.2.3) 
lies in K, and thus the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
3. THEOREM. Let C be a closed subgroup of M such that CT is dense 
in M; then v is the only probability measure on M/r invariant under all 
of C, and the action of C on M/r is uniquely ergodic, with v being the 
unique invariant evgodic measure. 
Proof. We already know from Lemma 1 that v is ergodic under C. 
What remains to be proved is that there are no other invariant prob- 
ability measures for the action of C. Let C, be the identity component 
of C, and let N be the least connected subgroup of M containing C. The 
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proof is by induction on dim(N/C,). The case dim(N/C,) = 0 is 
precisely Lemma 2. 
The induction argument is modelled on the proof of Lemma 2. To 
say that dim(N/C,) > 0 is to say that C # N, and when C # N, there 
is a closed subgroup C* of N that contains C as a normal subgroup 
and for which the quotient C*/C is isomorphic to the circle group T. 
By our induction hypothesis, v is the only probability measure on M/r 
invariant under C*. 
Let p be a probability measure on M/r invariant under C. For each 
c E C*, define the measure cp on M/r by 
j-f dcp = I,l,f Cc4 444 
for allf E V(M/r). B ecause C contains the commutator subgroup of C*, 
each cp is again invariant under C. Furthermore, cp = p if c E C. 
Hence, letting c^ denote the image of c in C*/C for all c E C*, we can 
set fp = cp for all c 6 C *. As in the proof of Lemma 2, we set 
/OP* = j-,,,, /,,,f (4 dp(4 dcA (5.3.1) 
for all f~ V(M/r), where dc^ is normalized Haar measure. We then 
have that p* is invariant under C* (because dc^ is). Hence, by the 
induction hypothesis, p* = v. 
Thus, from (.5.3.1), we see that v = J c^p dc^. Using the same extreme 
point argument as in Lemma 2, we see that v = p. Q.E.D. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 and Theorem 3 are probably known to those who 
have worked in this field. Unfortunately, no proofs exist in the literature, 
except for a proof of Lemma 1 in the special case where C is a one- 
parameter subgroup. 
One final result is needed in order to apply the ideas of Section 4. 
4. THEOREM. Let M be any connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie 
group. Then M contains a sequence {A,) of compact, connected subsets 
that grows evenly. 
Proof. Choose global coordinates (x1 ,..., x,) in M so that the group 
operation in M takes the form 
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where for each i, 
zi = xi + yi +j$q )...) X,-l ;y1 ,...,yi-I), 
the fi’s being real polynomials with zero constant term. Choose integers 
011 ,..., a,& > 0 inductively so that whenever 3~’ and ~1 are real numbers 
whose absolute values are sufficiently large, 
1 ,fi~,&al ,...) .x”t; y&l )..., y”z)l & (xyp (5.4.0) 
where pi is defined to be 2-l(01~,, ~ 1). 
Set A,,, = {(xi ,..., xJ : 2 1 xi 1 < noi for each i} for each positive 
integer m. If the Haar measure p on M is normalized so that p(A,) = 1, 
then p will be precisely dx, ... dx,, , and p(A,,,) will be mrr, where 
a = El + ... + n, . 
The definition of even growth requires that we prove two things, 
first that for each fixed p, 
lim P(A,,)-~ ~(AYA,,,dA,,) = 0 m-,x 
lim P(A&~ p(A.,d&lA,,,) = 0 772 -1m 
and second, that there exists a constant c such that for all m, 
(54.1) 
Pb‘c&) :< CP(4,J. (5.4.2) 
Both things follow from the basic inequality: If x E A,, and y E A,,, , 
then, writing xy = (zr ,..., z,), we have 
212 I ; < p”? + mai + (pm)% (5.4.3) 
Let us begin with (5.4.1). Because A, contains the identity element 
of M, we have A,, C A,A,, and hence A,4,,AA,,, = A&J,, \ A,,, . 
From (5.4.3) we see that A,,A,,! \ A,,, is contained in the set of all 
points (xi ,..., XJ such that 
2 1 xi 1 < p”L + mRC + (pm)(ji for all i 
2 / xi 1 > maI for somei . 
The measure of the set described in (5.4.4) is at most 
(5.4.4) 
(p”) + (pm)““) n (p”” + mR’ + (mp)‘(-I), 
zili 
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which, for m large, is at most cI,mu-r, where cr, is a constant depending 
only on p, and a = 01~ + BZ~ + ... A- 01, . Since p(A,,,) = m”, we have 
p(A,,,)-l II.(A,AJA,,,) < c,,m-I. Furthermore, since (5.4.3) is symmetric 
in m and p, we must also have p(A,,,))l p(A,,,A,,dA,,,) < c,,nz-l. This 
proves (5.4.1). 
One proves (5.4.2) by showing first that A;’ C A,<,,, , where h is a 
constant not depending on m, and then that A,;,,,A,,, C Aa,,,,,{ for large m. 
To begin with, simply by setting p = km in (5.4.3), we get that if 
(x1 ,.-, G> E &,,4,,, , then 
2 1 zi 1 < mai + (km)ai + ka8-‘rnUi < (3kmyz (54.5) 
for large m. Hence A&l,,, C &.,,, . As for the proof that A&t C Ax.,,, , 
k independent of m, we proceed by induction on the dimension n of M. 
When n = 1, M is R, and the assertion is obviously true in this case. 
We proceed with the induction. Our induction hypothesis allows us to 
assume that there is an integer k such that for all x E A,,, there exists a 
y E Als,,? such that xy = (0, 0 ,..., 0, z,), and from (5.4.5) we have 
2 1 x, I < (3km)en. Hence x-l lies in A~,.,,rA3k,,, 2 A,.,,, , where c is a 
constant depending only on k. 
Now: A$ C A,,,, , k not dependent on m, implies that AG’A,~~ C AS,,.nL ,
and hence P(A;~‘A,,,) < (3k)U p(A,),), k again not dependent on m. 
Hence (5.4.2) is proved. Q.E.D. 
5. COROLLARY. Let M be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie 
group, and let C be a closed subgroup of M such that M/C is compact; 
then there exists a sequence {A,,,) of subsets of M such that {A,,,} grows 
evenly in M and {A,,, n C} grows evenly in C. 
Proof. Mal’cev’s general theory of nilmanifolds shows that the 
coordinates (x1 ,..., xn) chosen for M in the proof of Theorem 4 can 
be chosen so that for each i, either (0 ,..., 0, xi , 0 ,..., 0) is in C for all 
xi E R, or (0 ,..., 0, xi , 0 ,..., 0) is in C if and only if c~*i E 2. Define the 
sets A,,, as in Theorem 4. Using the fact that, if p denotes Haar measure 
in M normalized so that p(AJ = 1, and if y denotes Haar measure in C 
normalized so that y(A, n C) = 1, then lim,,,, p(A,,)-l y(A,,, n C) = 1, 
one can show easily that {A, n C} grows evenly in C. Q.E.D. 
Combining Theorem 3 and Corollary 5, we see that the results of 
Section 4 apply to the action of a closed subgroup C of a connected, 
simply connected nilpotent Lie group M modulo a discrete subgroup r 
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with compact quotient M/r, and we get that if CT is dense in M, 
each orbit Cxr is uniformly distributed in M/r with respect to an 
appropriate sequence of subsets {A,,,} in C. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO ALMOST-PERIODIC FUNCTION THEORY 
Throughout this section, N will denote a connected, simply connected, 
nilpotent Lie group, and V(N) will denote the space of all continuous, 
complex-valued functions on N. 
1. DEFINITION. Let f E 9?(N). We shall call f a nilfunction if there 
exist (1) a connected, simply connected, nilpotent Lie group M, (2) a 
discrete subgroup r of M with compact quotient M/r, and (3) a mono- 
morphism i : N + M such that (i) the double coset i(N)r is dense in M, 
and (ii) there is somef” E ??(M/r) such that, viewing f * as a function 
onM, we havef =f*oj. The nilmantfold M/I’ is said to be associated 
with f. 
2. THEOREM. The nilfunctions on N form an algebra ovey the complex 
numbers C. 
Proof. Let f and g be two nilfunctions on N with associated nil- 
manifolds M/J’ and P//l, respectively. Instead of worrying about the 
monomorphisms N 4 M and N + P specified by Definition 1, we 
shall simply take N to be a subgroup of both M and P. 
Let d denote the map from N to the manifold X = (M x P)/(r x /I) 
given by o(n) = (nr, ml). Also, given a E V(M/F) and b E %‘(P/il), 
denote by a x b the function (mr, p/l) tt a(mr) b(pfl) on X. We then 
have 
f + g = [(f* x 1) + (1 x g*)l o d 
.k = u* x g*1 o A, 
(6.2.1) 
where f * and g” are the functions on M/F and P/A restricting to f 
and g, respectively. 
Unfortunately, (6.2.1) is not the end of the story, because d(N) 
need not be dense in X, as condition (i) in Definition 1 demands. We 
must “cut down” X, and this is done as follows: 
Let M, denote the identity component of the smallest closed subgroup 
of M x P that contains both D = {(n, n) E M x P : n E N} and r x /l. 
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Starting with M, , we inductively define a decreasing sequence 
M, , M, ,... of connected subgroups of M, as follows: set rj = 
Mj n (r x A), and set Mi’ equal to the commutator subgroup of M, ; 
then define M,_, to be the identity component of the closure in Mj 
of DriMj’. 
There are two important observations to make: first, that Mj/rj is 
compact and is naturally embedded (via the inclusion map Mj + M x P) 
in X, and second, that M, = Mj+r for some j. When Mj = Mj +i , 
we have (by definition of M,,i) that DrjMj’ is dense in Mj . Hence, 
by Lemma 5.1 we also have Drj dense in M, , 
To conclude, we observe that d(N) lies in Mj/rj (when the latter 
is viewed as lying in X), and hence f + g and f. g are nilfunctions 
associated with Mj/rj for j sufficiently large, by grace of (6.2.1). Q.E.D. 
We shall use ./(‘(N) to denote the closure, in the sup-norm, of the 
algebra of nilfunctions on N. JV(N) is a complex subalgebra of V(N). 
Let f~ ./d’(N) and let m E N; then the function fm on N defined by 
f&4 =f( m in a so - ) 1 1’ ies in .,/IV(N). Thus N acts on J”(N). By an 
invariant mean on A”(N), we mean a positive linear functional L of 
norm 1 on J’(N) such that L( fm) = L(f) for all f E J(N) and m E N. 
3. THEOREM. There is a unique invariant mean L on J(N); in fact, 
L is given by 
(6.3.1) 
for all f E Jf(N), where {A,} . zs an se uence of subsets of N that grows y q 
evenly, and p is a Haar measure on N. 
Proof. Let f be a nilfunction on N with associated nilmanifold M/r. 
Then, by the results of Sections 4 and 5, N is uniformly distributed 
in M mod r with respect to {A,), and hence the limit in (6.3.1) exists 
for this f and is independent of the choice of {A,}. The nilfunctions 
being uniformly dense in Jr(N), the limit in (6.3.1) exists for every J 
in M(N) and hence (6.3.1) defines a positive linear functional on x(N) 
of norm 1. It remains to check the invariance 
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Hence, iL(f-fIn)l G 1 imriz ~(4~~ p(4Jm4.) lIfllrm . Since (4) 
grows evenly, p(Ar)-l p(A,dmA,) tends to 0 as r tends to infinity. 
This proves invariance. 
We know now that (6.3.1) d e fi nes an invariant mean on ., I ‘(N) and 
that this mean does not depend on the choice of {A,). Let I denote an 
arbitrary nonzero invariant mean on I ‘(N). \4Te will prove I = L: 
Let M/r be a nilmanifold associated with a given nilfunctionf on N. 
We take N to be a subgroup of M. Restricting to N defines a map 
Res : %?(M/r) + .,1 ‘(N), and cp ;+ 1(Res q) defines a positive linear 
functional of norm 1 on @(M/r). Let v be the measure this functional 
defines on M/r. The invariance of 1 implies that v is in\-ariant under N, 
and hence, by I,emma 5.2, v must be the unique M-invariant probability 
measure on M/r. (Note that we are using the fact that NT is dense 
in M.) Hence I and L must agree on all of the functions Res(p), 
p E F(M/r). In other words, 1 and L agree on all nilfunctions. Thus, 
1 = L, the nilfunctions being dense in ./1 ‘(N). Q.E.D. 
We remark that what is at stake in Theorem 3 is less proving the 
existence of L than proving that L is unique and given by (6.3.1). 
In fact, similar existence theorems for invariant means are available 
on larger classes of functions. See Dixmier’s work [7]. Needless to say, 
the limit in (6.3.1) does not exist for arbitrary bounded continuous 
functions J 
The algebra J”(N) pl y a s a role in nilpotent Lie theory, roughly 
analogous to that played by the algebra of almost periodic functions 
on a locally compact abelian group, the nilfunctions being analogous 
to polynomials of periodic functions (trigonometric polynomials). The 
analogy seems, however, difficult to pursue. Part of the problem is 
that it is not yet known how to give an intrinsic characterization of 
the functions in A”(N)-if, indeed, one that is of use exists. What we 
have in mind is a criterion along the lines of Bohr’s famous characteriza- 
tion of uniform limits of trigonometric polynomials, which goes as 
follows: 
Let G be any Lie group, let fe q(G), and define T(f, c) for every 
E > 0 to be the set of all x E G such that 
suPIf(Y4 -f(Y)1 < l l 
the sup being taken over y E G. Call f Bohr-almost periodic (on the 
right) if for every E > 0 there exists a compact set K(E) such that for 
each x E G there exists an x E K(E) and a y E T(f, c) such that x = xy. 
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Bohr showed that the Bohr-almost periodic functions on R were 
precisely the uniform limits of trigonometric polynomials. (See 
Besicovitch’s book [3] for an introduction to almost periodic functions 
on R”.) The difficulties with the nilpotent case begin with the fact 
that the Bohr-almost periodic (on the right) functions on a nilpotent 
Lie group do not form an algebra, as we shall show by example in a 
moment. Before doing so, we want to make one remark; that this 
example begins to suggest some of the problems involved in trying to 
relate .M(N/P) to .X(N), P being any connected, normal subgroup of N. 
We cannot prove that if f E ./lr(N) and f is constant on cosets of P 
(P a connected, normal subgroup of N), then f E .A,>(N/P). Proof or 
disproof of this assertion seems a reasonable test of the value of an 
intrinsic criterion for membership in M(N), should any such criterion 
exist at all. 
We now turn to our example, which concerns the 3-dimensional 
nilpotent Lie group N, with global coordinates (x, y, z) in which the 
group operation is 
(x7 y, z)(x’, y’, z’) = (x + x’, y + y’, 27 + x’ + xy’). 
The subset of N, whose elements are the triples (x, y, 2) with X, y, z E Z 
forms a discrete subgroup r of N, with compact quotient. Also, for 
each t > 0, define an automorphism 6, of N, by 6,(x, y, a) = (tx, ty, t2z); 
then 6,r is again a discrete subgroup of N, , and the map 6, defines 
a diffeomorphism from N,/r onto N,/6J. 
We define, for each t > 0, the manifold M, to be (NJZJ x (N,/a,I’), 
and we shall view N, as acting on M, via the rule 
n . (mlr, m,6J) = (nm,r, nm,&r) 
foraZZnEN3, m,EN3, andm,EN,. 
4. LEMMA. The following three conditions aye equivalent: 
(i) Every orbit of N, in M, is dense. 
(ii) The action of N, on M, is uniquely ergodic. 
(iii) t is irrational. 
Proof. That (‘) ’ pl’ (“) 1 im ies 11 we know from Theorem 5.3. That (ii) 
implies (iii) is obvious. That (iii) implies (i) follows from Lemma 5.1 
and Kronecker’s theorem concerning the ergodicity of the irrational 
flow on a torus. Q.E.D. 
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5. LEMMA. Let t > 0 be irrational, and let v be the unique probability 
nzeaswe on M, irxariant and ergodic under N, ; then ~2(Ikf, , v) decomposes 
into a Hilbert space direct sum of subspaces inaariant and irreducible 
under N, if and only if t2 is also irrational. 
Proof. Let us begin with the case where t2 is irrational. The measure 
v is the unique probability measure on AW, invariant under the action 
of N, x N, , IV, being the homogeneous space (N, x Na)/(F x 6,r). 
Hence -Y2(:W, , v) does decompose into a direct sum of subspaces 
<iv, each invariant and irreducible under all of N, x N, . Set D = 
{(n, n) E N, x N, : n E Na}. What we must show is that P(M1 , v) 
decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible D-invariant subspaces. 
We shall do so by showing that if 2 is a closed subspace of P2(M,, V) 
that is invariant and irreducible under N, x N, , then the representation 
of D got by looking at the action of D on ~7 is a multiple of one single 
irreducible representation of D: 
I,et N,’ denote the commutator subgroup of N, , i.e., {(x, y, zz) : x = 
y = O}. If every function in 3’ is constant on orbits in AY, of N,’ x Na’, 
then ,Y? (being irreducible under N, x NJ must be one-dimensional. 
Hence, in that case, D acts irreducibly on X. We may assume, therefore, 
that some function in X is not constant on orbits of N,’ x N,‘. 
Applying Shur’s lemma to the action of N, x N, on 2, vve see that 
there is a character x of N,’ Y N,’ such that iff E 2’ and m E N,’ x Na’, 
thenf(mx) = x(m)f(x) f or v-almost all x E M, . It is easy to see that 
X must take every element of (r x 6,r) n (Na’ x N,‘) to 1. But, since 
t2 is irrational, and since x is not identically 1, we cannot have x 
identically 1 on the commutator subgroup D’ of D, for by Kronecker’s 
theorem, D’ is dense in N,’ x N,’ modulo (r x 6,r) n (N3’ x N3’). 
We are now done, because the Stoneevon Neumann theorem says that 
there is precisely one irreducible unitary representation 7~ of D whose 
restriction to D’ is a multiple of the character x (“multiple” is used 
here in the representation theoretic sense). It follows that the representa- 
tion of D on 2 is a multiple of V. 
We have now finished the case in which t2 is irrational. 
Assume now that t2 is rational. In this case, D’(r x 6,r) is a closed 
subgroup of N, x N, , and hence there is a closed subspace =F of 
P(M, , V) with the following properties: 
(i) 2 is invariant and irreducible under N, x N, . 
(ii) Let x be the character of N,’ x N,’ such that f(mx) = 
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x(m)f(x) v-a.e. in x for all f E 2 and m EN,’ x N,‘. Then x(m) = 1 
for all m E D’. 
Indeed, to find X, simply look at those functions on M, constant 
on orbits of D’ and take any infinite-dimensional closed invariant, 
irreducible subspace for the action of N, x N, . 
Consider the action of D on 3. Because D’ acts trivially on X, 
we are really dealing with the action of the group D/D’, which is just 
R x R. Combining Kirillov’s presentation in [16] of the irreducible 
unitary representations of N, x N, with Mackey’s subgroup theorem 
[19, Sections 6 and 121, one can show that the representation of R x R 
on X is equivalent to the direct integral JR I(h) dh, where 1(h) is the 
representation of R x R induced by the character (0, y) I+ exp(2xz’Ay) 
of the subgroup 0 x R of R x R. This direct integral clearly has no 
irreducible direct summands, which is what we set out to show. Q.E.D. 
One can look at the case t2 rational of Lemma 5 from a somewhat 
different point of view. In the notation of the proof of Lemma 5, we 
have that D’(r x S,P) is a closed subgroup of N, x N, . Hence 
(N, x W/P’[~ x 871) is a nilmanifold, denoted hereafter by MJD’. 
The fundamental group (that is, ni, the first homotopy group) of 
M,/D’ is A = [r x 6,r]/D’ n [r x 6,r]. It is easy to see that A is 
not abelian. From this follows the crucial point: M,/D’ cannot be a 
torus. Now consider the action of D/D’ on M,/D’. By Lemma 4, every 
orbit of D/D’ is dense (that is, the flow is “minimal”). Therefore, 
because M,/D’ is not a torus, the action of D/D’ on M,/D’ cannot be 
equicontinuous. (Were the action equicontinuous, the closure of D/D’ 
in the space of continuous maps of MJD’ into M,/D’ would be a compact 
abelian group that operates transitively on M,/D’.) The failure of 
2?(M, , V) to decompose into a direct sum of D-invariant irreducible 
subspaces reflects precisely the failure of D to act equicontinuously 
on M,/D’. This chain of reasoning leads to the following theorem. 
6. THEOREM. Let 39 be the family of all bounded, complex-valued 
continuous functions on N, that are Bohr-almost periodic (on the right); 
then 97 is not a subalgebra of %(N3). 
Proof. It is evident that the functions in %?(N/a,P) are, when viewed 
as functions on N, Bohr-almost periodic (on the right). Let t denote 
any irrational positive number whose square is rational, and let Q!(t) 
be the algebra of functions on N, defined by f E 6?(t) if there exists 
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anf* E %‘(M,) such thatf(n) -f*(nT, n8,T) for all n E N, . (Note that 
f* if it exists at all, is necessarily unique.) It is easy to see that 
%?(N,/T) C n(t) and Y(N,/S,T) C U(t). Furthermore, applying the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem in Y(M,), we see that m(t) is the uniformly closed 
algebra generated by %?(Na/T) and V(N,/6,T). It follows that, if 8 were 
an algebra, C’(t) would lie in 2. (9 is obviously closed under uniform 
limits.) 
Let us assume that O’(t) C .9. Then clearly iff E U(t) andf is constant 
on cosets of the commutator subgroup N,’ of N, , then f is Bohr-almost 
periodic on N,/N,’ = R x R, and hence (by Parseval’s identity) f is 
the sum (in the appropriate Yn” sense) of its Fourier series. This 
contradicts Lemma 5, where it was shown that if 2 is the subspace 
of A?a(M, , V) consisting of those functions f such that (i) f is constant 
on orbits of D’ and (ii) f is orthogonal to the functions constant on 
orbits of Na’ x N3’, then .X contains no D-invariant one-dimensional 
subspaces. Q.E.D. 
For further background on the material of this section, see Knapp [ 171 
and Furstenberg [ 1 I]. 
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